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Fall Events Begin With Propagation
September 11 is the kick-off of fall
activities in the Rose Garden.
Though not quite fall, it’s the right
time to locate and propagate plants.

by Judy Eitzen

Anita Clevenger will host two tours
highlighting fall in the Rose Garden.
On October 21, she will lead a tour
through the fall-blooming roses and
on November 20 will conduct a tour
of fall color throughout the Cemetery. Tours begin at the front gate at
10 a.m.
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In December Barbara Oliva will
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Flower Arranging with Roses on October 15 (see page 3). This day-long
event includes lunch and seating is
limited, so sign up soon.

Most events in the Garden are free
of charge; there is a fee for the Carolyn Parker workshop.

Cemetery Rose
Garden
Activities and Dates
September 11
Propagation Class
October 16
Carolyn Parker
Flower Arranging
Class
(see page 3)
October 21
November 20
Garden Tours

Kathryn Mackenzie and Janelle Michel will conduct a rose propagation
class at 10 a.m. in the Historic Rose
Garden.

This spring, the Historic Rose Garden lost one of its early and most hardworking
volunteers when Joan Darke lost her battle
with cancer.
Joan was involved with the Garden for several years, especially in the early days of
planting. She helped with our first attempts
at propagation and conducting garden
events.
While working full-time as a nurse, Joan
purchased and renovated old houses for
resale and still found time to volunteer in
Sue Bettenhausen & Joan Darke in the Garden the Garden. We miss her bright smile.
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It’s Not Your Fault!

editorial

What a summer! Funky* weather has
led to unusual growing conditions here
in the Sacramento Valley and gardeners
are seeing all types of strange behavior
among garden plants. Six weeks
in mid summer below 95° - unheard of!
Bottom line: tomatoes are slow
to ripen, melons are late season
plants, squash and peppers areweird (if they ripen at all) and
roses have begun to act as if fall
is here.

“Single Cream” showing bright red hips
Photo taken August 21

In her maintenance report, Anita
mentions the “August Flush”. That’s so
true, plus more roses seem to be blooming this August and what’s more, many
are setting hips. Roses that usually set
hips in September have begun to do so
in July, and others than normally wait til
October are showing hip formation now.

Maintenance Report

Some plants, including some roses, also
appear ready to lose their leaves.
My garden at home is presently a mixture of mid-summer and early fall in appearance with deeper bloom color, heavier scents and senescent leaves falling.
One rose (‘Cheers To You’) that doesn’t
repeat in its pot is doing so and so is my
Brunfelsia.
All I wanted this summer was lots and
lots of tomatoes and now they’re ripening
all at once! A little late, but it’s not my
fault!
________________________________
*cool evenings, (relatively) low temperatures, varying humidity = “funky”, a technical term.
Contributions, complaints, greetings: verlaine@citlink.net or call me at 685-6634.
Judy Eitzen

by Anita Clevenger

As I write this, the cemetery roses are in the middle of
their August flush. It always hits us by surprise, this late
summer burst of blooms on the Teas and Chinas. Most of
the other repeat-blooming roses are also flowering at least
a bit, and some of the once-blooming ramblers, such as
Climbing American Beauty, have a few bright blossoms.

water even after the timers were correctly set. We discovered that the city has not been flushing the irrigation lines when repairs are made, which clogged the
lines and bubblers with glue and mud. It was amazing
to watch the roses put out new leaves and start to
bloom as soon as the water began to flow.

July is usually Sacramento's hottest month, although August and September can have their share of triple-digit
days. This year, we had a handful of over-100 degree days
in mid-July, but the rest of the summer has been mild.

It was also instructive to observe how the roses fared
during their inadvertent drought. The Noisettes didn't
even seem to notice. The Bourbons, especially
“Baretta Street Bourbon,” and Hybrid Teas dropped
their leaves and began to die back. The Chinas defoliated some, too, although not as badly. The Teas developed burnt spots on their leaves but kept on blooming
and blooming. We are now noticing some die-back on
the Teas, both older canes and new growth, which we
are cleaning up. These roses are survivors, and most
would have gotten through the summer without irrigation, just as they did in their original sites in old cemeteries and homesites. However, they certainly look
better with regular water.

Roses often go dormant in the heat, especially if they are
dry, and bloom once again when the temperatures cool
and rains begin. This year, we inadvertently forced dormancy. We have been struggling to learn how to use the
automatic timers that we installed last fall, and to get the
irrigation system operating as well as possible. The roses
in the Broadway Bed, in the corner plot behind the sign,
and other areas of the rose garden went without any water
during June and part of July. Part of the problem was that
we just weren't turning the timers back on after we
checked them manually. Some roses were still not getting

(Continued on page 7)
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Historic Rose Garden

Presents
Carolyn Parker
Flower Arranging With Roses
October 16, 2010
9 a.m.—
a.m.—3 p.m.
Sacramento Marina
We are delighted to present an opportunity to learn and practice flower arranging using old garden roses
with Carolyn Parker, author of R is for Rose, a beautifully written and wonderful photographic essay of all
the roses in Carolyn’s Walnut Creek garden. Carolyn is donating her time for the day which combines demonstration with hands-on practice by participants. This event will be held at the Sacramento Marina (2710
Ramp Way) at the west end of Broadway and lunch is included. Registration and a fee of $65.00 is required
for the event. (OCCC members are discounted $20.) Registration Forms are downloadable from the Cemetery Rose website (www.cemeteryrose.org) and should be returned to Judy Eitzen, 8698 Elk Grove Blvd, Ste 3
-271, Elk Grove, CA 95624. Additional details are also posted on Carolyn’s news blog at
www.rosenotes.com.
If you elect to do so, you may also include a membership form (also downloadable from
www.cemeteryrose.org) and you will be a member of the Old City Cemetery Committee for the upcoming
year - 2011. The OCCC is the private non-profit corporation working with the City of Sacramento in support of the Historic City Cemetery.

Seating for this event is limited, so register early.
Carolyn’s book, R is for Rose: Reflections from a Passionate Rose lover, journeys through an alphabet of
roses that all grow in Carolyn’s garden. Each rose receives celebrity treatment in stories, histories, and photographs. Practical tips on gardening and flower arranging intermingle with tales of the roses. The book is
available from her website: http://www.rosesfromatoz.com/

Suckering Roses

by Anita Clevenger

P. T. Barnum supposedly said, “There's a sucker born every minute.” That sometimes seems to be the case in the rose garden.

Iceberg suckers in the Cemetery

We use the term “suckering” to describe two different types of rose
growth. Many of us are familiar with
the first kind, which are rootstock
suckers. Most modern roses are propagated through “budding,” in which the
selected variety, or “scion,” is budded
onto a rootstock that offers vigorous
growth and hardiness. If the rootstock
was not properly disbudded, the roots
(Continued on page 6)
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Haymond Mausoleum

by Anita Clevenger
This article begins a series of profiles of people buried
in the Historic Rose Garden. We often know the roses
intimately, but little about the lives of the people whose
graves they grace. This article is based on one published in the Evening Bee, October 7, 1899, plus information from Wikipedia.

Col. Haymond left Sacramento for San Francisco in 1882,
where he was chief solicitor of the Southern Pacific Company. He left that position due to failing health in 1890,
and traveled in Europe during the declining years of his
life.
Haymond Mausoleum nearly hidden among the roses
Photo: Mark McGilvrey

Mrs. Haymond died in 1889. They were said to have a
happy marriage, but no children.

“The mausoleum” is one of the most prominent features in the Historic Rose Garden. The gray granite
tomb stands high by the Broadway fence. Many of us
can name the roses that grow on it: 'Lady Waterlow,'
'Renae' and “Climbing White Maman Cochet.' How
many of us know that it is the tomb of Col. Creed Haymond and his wife, Cornelia Alice Crawford Haymond?
Creed Haymond was born in Beverly, Randolph
County, Virginia on April 22, 1836. He was the son of
a noted lawyer and public speaker, Hon. W. C. Haymond. He joined a party of Virginians bound for the
gold fields in 1852. He settled in Sierra County, investing in mining properties, freight packing and merchandising. He followed his father's career by beginning to
study the law in 1859, and was admitted to the bar several years later.
He practiced law in Sacramento for many years. He
served as Chairman of the California Code Commission, and was said to have performed most of its work.
The California State Legislature enacted the State's first
four codes in 1872, including the Civil Code, the Code
of Civil Procedure, the Penal Code, and the Political
Code (which later became the Elections Code). He
also represented Sacramento County in the State Senate during the twenty-first and twenty-second sessions.
Haymond was chosen Colonel of the First Artillery
Regiment, having served as Captain of the Sierra Grays
in 1860.

Haymond Mausoleum’s dramatic roofline—photo, Judy Eitzen

One of his friends said of Col Haymond on the day of his
death, “Personally, Creed Haymond was liked as are only
the few. Always the gentleman, always loyal to friends and
trusts, always considerate of the feelings of others, always
charitable and kind, always desiring the respect of men... he
was in the best and truest sense a man of the people, a citizen whom men were proud to greet as friend, a publicist
who commanded respect by the brilliancy of his genius, his
scholarly ability and the fearlessness of his life.”
Just as people were proud to know him in life, we are proud
to tend roses on Col. and Mrs. Haymond's tomb.
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Still More Garden Books
When time can be spared from actually gardening, gardeners
like to talk about gardens, plan their gardens and read about
gardening. Reading choices vary as do gardeners; all over the
map. Here are a few items to examine when the rainy days of
fall appear.
Planning and Design
With passion and eloquence, Scott Ogden and Lauren Springer
Ogden argue that only when plants are given the respect they
deserve does a garden become emotionally resonant. PlantDriven Design shows designers how to work more confidently
with plants, and gives gardeners
more confidence to design. The
Ogdens boldly challenge design
orthodoxy and current trends by
examining how to marry plantsmanship and design without sacrificing one to the other. Supported
by extensive lists of plants adapted
to specific purposes and sites,
Plant-Driven Design explores how
plants interact with place.

by Judy Eitzen
is also available on-line (e.g., Google books reprint of the 3rd
edition, 1872), but for those who want a hold-it-in-your-hand
volume, you can get one that is photo-reproduced from the
original. This title is dedicated to the rose-growers of Great
Britain and Ireland and has two divisions. The first discusses
the history of the rose and cultivation techniques, while the
second describes the varieties of roses grown around the world.
Another well-known rose guide of the 19th century was published in the 1970’s by Coleman Press (Old Roses Series) and
can be had for $155 (new) or about $30 (used). It too, is available online (11th edition, 1877). This book is Thomas Rivers’

Rose Amateur’s Guide : Containing Ample Descriptions Of
All The Fine Leading Varieties Of Roses, Regularly Classed In
Their Respective Families, Their History And Mode Of Culture. Reading the preface to the 11th edition we find a focus on
HP’s, “Since the first edition of the ‘Rose Amateur’s Guide,' a
great advance has been made in the variety and beauty of roses.
Hybrid Perpetuals were almost unknown, and the enthusiasm
now given almost entirely to this division was then confined to
the summer roses; as a class, these are no doubt quite as beautiful as the Hybrid Perpetuals but the absence of autumnal flowers has degraded them from their former rank.”

Though not a new book, The
Applewood Books is a publisher and seller of books with an
Plant Growth Planner will help any gardener plan his or her American historical theme. One of these is The Book of Roses

garden, from first planting to maturity. More than 200 fullcolor charts depict stages in the growth - height or spread, as
appropriate - of more than 500 of the most popular and reliable
garden plants, including ornamental trees, specimen shrubs,
groundcovers, climbers, perennials and hedges. This little gem,
written by Caroline Boisset and illustrated by Fiona Bell Currie
and Sarah Kensington was originally published in 1992 in England and takes into account the wide diversity of climatic conditions throughout Europe, the United States and Canada.

by Frances Parkman, Harvard Professor, renowned American
historian and leading horticulturalist of the 19th century. Originally published in 1866, the book contains information on the
culture, training and propagation of roses, as well as descriptions of rose families, groups, and best varieties. The reprint
has been announced for early in 2011.

One book has been issued in a new edition (2009) for today’s
gardener. It is Roy Hennessey’s, Hennessey on Roses Plus the
1949/50 Hennessey Roses Catalogue. In his day Roy HennesPeter Schneider’s book, Right Rose, Right Place, published in
sey was a name to conjure with. An often cantankerous Oregon
2009 shows gardeners that when it comes to roses, it's all about
nurseryman, no one understood more about roses firsthand
location, location, location. The right rose will thrive when
than Hennessey. A rugged and colorful American individualist,
planted in the perfect spot. Right Rose, Right Place is an infor decades he tangled with just about every American Rose
spiring yet practical book that encourages both new and experiSociety bureaucrat and academic "eggspert" (his term) of the
enced gardeners to make the most of these lovely, versatile
time who, in his view, based their opinion on book learning
plants in hedges and privacy screens, on trellises, integrated into
rather than observation and experience
flower beds, as container plants, and in many more ordinary
yard settings.
Hennessey on Roses is again available in this handsome new
edition that includes color photos of historic Hennessey roses
Historical reprints - Historical Roses
and a facsimile edition of a 1949-50 Hennessey Nursery cataRecognizing the importance of primogeniture in modern roses logue.
and the creativity of rose gardeners of the past, major rose
Famed hands-on rose experts (not "eggsperts") James Delahanty
books are beginning to reappear in print. Some have been reand Gregg Lowery introduce the reader to Hennessey and his
printed by Bibliobazaar (subsidiary of BiblioLife) which takes
times in two informative essays-and explain why Hennessey is
out-of-copyright books and reissues them. An example is 1863’s
now of such growing interest to a new generation of American
The Rose Garden by William Paul. This book like many others
(Continued on page 8)
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Suckering Roses, Con’t.
(Continued from page 3)

were injured, or the scion becomes stressed, the rootstock will sprout. If left unchecked, it will overtake the
scion budded onto it. The rootstock of choice in for
roses sold in California is 'Dr. Huey,' a once-blooming
climber that has semi-double dark red roses. Many of
the roses found in the foothills, and now growing in
our collection, are rootstock varieties of the past, such
as 'Odorata,' 'Fortuneana' and 'Gloire des Rosomanes.'

We have two plants of a Rugosa hybrid ('Therese Bugnet,') in
the cemetery. One was budded, growing for many years as a
graceful vase-shaped plant. In the last few years, the original
plant has declined in the increasing shade of a nearby Valley
Oak. It has begun to send up scattered suckers. The other
'Therese Bugnet' was planted own-root, and rampantly took
over an entire plot in the Broadway Bed until we fought it
back and contained it half-way.

Unless you prefer the rootstock, you need to remove
these suckers as soon as they appear. Make sure that it
is sucker growth, coming from below the bud union,
and not a new basal cane. Dig in the soil below the
bud union to where the sucker emerges from the root,
and break them off or cut them closely. Once a rose's
rootstock has started to sucker, it tends to continue
doing so. Watch for future growth.
A second form of “suckering” is perhaps better called
“colonizing.” Roses are related to berries, and can form thickets of canes just like blackberries or raspberries, sprouting
around the original plant. Even budded roses can colonize if
the bud union was planted underground and the scion forms
its own roots.
Typical rose colony —“R. pomifera NOT”

Therese Bugnet in the Broadway Bed
In the cemetery, we usually dig colonizing suckers out with a
shovel, which may leave bits of root behind. I was advised by
Jon Dodson, a gardener at Mottisfont Abbey Garden in England, that it is better to pull them out, detaching them from
where they are growing from the mother plant.
We tried using weed cloth to block some roses' suckering,
but the suckers simply traveled to the edge of the plot.
We've resorted to digging a trench and burying bamboo bar-

Bamboo barrier around
‘Banshee’
Asian roses, such as China and Tea roses, rarely colonize,
and neither do Hybrid Teas and Floribundas. Some species
and European hybrids can spread throughout your garden.
Albas, Gallicas, Hybrid Chinas, Damasks, Portlands,
Spinossissimas, Mosses, and Rugosas all colonize with varying degrees of enthusiasm or outright aggression. Hybrid
Perpetuals will also sucker, but usually quite modestly.

(Continued on page 7)
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Maintenance Report, con’t.
(Continued from page 2)

Our automatic system is set to water each section of
the rose garden once a week. Chuck Hatch has been
working with us to locate and adjust
each bubbler, and to cap any unused
bubblers. He's developed a color-coded
map that defines the watering zones,
and a set of procedures that will ensure
that any of us know how to check the
system in the future. We are very grateful to him for his help.
Once temperatures are above ninety
degrees, most of the fungal diseases
subside. Fortunately, we've had just
enough hot weather that our roses are
no longer developing the rampant rust,
powdery mildew, and blackspot which
plagued our roses during our cool, wet
spring. We can't just credit the weather with this recovery, because we also worked hard to cut back and
clean up the worst of the diseased foliage.
Our July spider mite infestation happened right on
schedule, but has not been as bad as usual because the
weather is milder and we began immediately to hit the
susceptible roses with forcible sprays of water as soon
as we noticed their leaves were starting to yellow. Next

year, we will spray roses such as R. soulieana and
“Petite Pink” in June, before the mite damage is apparent.
Visitors to the garden may notice that
all of our nine 'Hermosa' roses were
cut back severely. Julie Matlin and
Sherri Berglund are studying these
roses, based on Fred Boutin's observation that several different roses have
been grown as 'Hermosa.' Some are
decidedly Bourbon in growth, with
taller, stouter canes, and others are
more China-like, growing twiggy and
broader than tall. By cutting them
back, they will be better able to observe growth habits and bloom cycles.
We are looking forward to the results
of their findings – and to our
'Hermosa' roses once again growing
big, lush and covered with blooms.
As fall approaches, we get more and more eager to
start pruning. It's generally best to wait till the roses
are as dormant as possible before we do significant
pruning, but we can cut out dead and old wood, trim
for shape, and deadhead any time of year. There's
plenty of that to do before we are able to break out
our pruning shears in earnest.

Suckers, con’t.
(Continued from page 6)

rier, 24” wide PVC sheets, to confine 'Banshee,' 'Therese
Bugnet' and 'Alba Maxima.' It's worked fine, but it is really
overkill. It appears that most rose suckers run no more
than twelve inches below the ground which is good, because
all of that digging is hard work!
A colonizing rose can be a good
citizen, not a thug, in your garden, but you need to be aware of
its tendencies and grow it accordingly. You can grow a colonizing
rose in a container, surrounded
by a barrier, or in a location

where its tendency to roam is an asset, not a liability. You
can consider its suckers as a bonus, and harvest them to
plant elsewhere, to give to a friend or to donate to the sale
at Open Garden.
It's easy to propagate a colonizing rose.
The best time of year is the fall, when
the suckers have matured and may have
developed roots. Cut the underground
growth short enough to fit into a pot,
shorten the canes about half, put them
into potting soil, and keep them moist.
Even if the suckers haven't yet developed
roots, they will usually strike readily.
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More Books, con’t.
(Continued from page 5)

gardeners. This volume is essential for both gardeners and
those who enjoy an earthly style of early American humor.
Garden writer Judy Barrett opens her second book, What

Makes Heirloom Plants So Great? Old-Fashioned Treasures
to Grow, Eat, and Admire with a conversation about the
characteristics of heirloom plants and why
their toughness, ease of propagation, and
wide variety make them ideal to grow in any
garden. Add their occasional oddities, complex flavors and scents, histories, and family
stories, and these plants can become as valuable and treasured as a cut-glass bowl or
handmade quilt.
The book will be published by Texas A & M Press in November.

A successfully executed work of botanical art is an exacting
blend of scientific accuracy and aesthetic beauty. This lavishly
illustrated volume, Botanical Portraits with Colored Pencils
by Ann Swan, offers practical, step-by-step instruction for
creating professional quality colored pencil illustrations of
flowers, foliage, fruits, and
other botanical subjects. Colored pencils serve as an excellent alternative to the traditional practice of rendering
botanical art in watercolors
because pencils are far easier
to use and control, yet can
produce equally outstanding
results.

Art in the Garden

New Ways With Roses

For those who have the skill and a wish to record garden
plants artistically, Drawing Made Easy: Flowers & Botanicals. Discover your "inner artist" as you explore the basic
theories and techniques of pencil drawing with artist Diane
Cardici. This new addition to the “Drawing Made Easy”
series was published in July and allows aspiring artists who
may have never before picked up a pencil discover the secrets
to this accessible, versatile medium. With easy-to-understand
information on tools and materials, basic strokes, and shading techniques, this 64-page book covers everything beginning
artists need to start creating their own impressive works of
botanical art.

Sustainable Rose Garden : Exploring 21st Century Environmental Rose Gardening by Pat Shanley and Peter Kukielski is
a work that brings together experts from around the world to
inform gardeners about developments in the new-irresistible
yet long overdue-trend toward creating environmentally
friendly yet enduring rose gardens, with "sustainability" as the
key. In this book, you will learn how to make your own sustainable rose garden. With lavish illustrations and descriptions of the best new (as well as old) rose varieties designed
for the sustainable rose garden, this is a must-have book for
today's new generation of avid but environmentally conscious
gardeners.
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Monoculture...so what?
Monoculture in plants is the
cultivation of a large area of
a single species. Prime examples occur in farming, where
acres of grain products are
grown saving money on
seed, fertilizers and labor. In
home landscaping, monoculture can be seen in lawns,
although most are not true
m o n oc ul t u r e s ,
thanks to weeds
and
different
varieties
of
grasses grown.
Just as in agriculture, there are
drawbacks
to
monoculture in
gardening, chiefly
the threat of pests
and
diseases,
which can wipe
out the entire
crop (or lawn) because similar plants are grown in close
proximity to one another.
The devastation of the Dust
Bowl and the Irish Potato
Famine can both be linked
to one crucial farming mistake: monoculture. In the

home garden and in commercial landscaping, the
planting of bedding plants
en masse is a widely encountered example of intentional,
if temporary, monoculture.
Sometimes monoculture is
unintentional, as when an
invasive plant crowds out all
competition and dominates

an area of the landscape.
When planting roses, you
should plan spacing carefully
and select their growing partners with some care. If you
were to plant miniature
roses near petunias, for example, the roses could be-

by Judy Eitzen
come overwhelmed and disappear. Climbing roses and
sweat peas are likely to fight
for wall or trellis space
(though they make a great
floral statement when
paired, as in the bridal bouquet shown here). For shrub
roses, you could plant low
perennials and annuals (e.g.,
violets or pansies)
below them. And
all of this is naturally combined with
the necessity to
choose colors that
work well together.

“Climbing roses and
sweet peas are likely
to fight for wall or
trellis space...”

You can experiment with all sorts
of companions and
configurations
when planting roses
with other flowers or
finding creative ways
to arrange the roses themselves. You can help reduce
the risk of all your roses succumbing to pests or disease,
and create a lush arrangement
of many different types of
flowers at the same time.

Summer cleanup
Dee Dee and Jewell working on one of the modern roses in
the Rose Garden

CEMETERY
ROSE
Judy Eitzen
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 3, #271
Email: verlaine@citlink.net

WE’RE ON THE WEB
www.cemeteryrose.org

Perks

Quick Garden Tip:
Propagating Suckering Roses

Historic Rose Garden volunteers
receive more benefits than one
might think. Not only are volunteers able to spend time working on
a project that benefits the entire
community, they get to spend time
learning about roses with others interested in antique roses, their history and horticulture. Volunteers
are good company! Volunteers are
the first to try growing roses from
the Rose Garden in home gardens.
Join in!

Many Rugosas, Scotch roses Albas,
Gallicas, Hybrid Chinas, Damasks,
& Portlands readily sucker (see
inside article) and are easy to
propagate. Simply lift suckers
when dormant, being careful to
include a reasonable length of
roots. Replant immediately.
This is a particularly useful technique if many plants are wanted—
perhaps for a hedge.
NOTE: the suckering hedge must
be controlled if it is not to fill the
space it outlines.

Garden quote
Who loves not
roses, knows
not Beauty’s
smile; Romance
hath spurned
him—Poetry
passed him
By…

Rockwell

